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Recently Taimanov and McDowell have been concerned with the

question: when can a continuous function from a space A to a com-

pact space F be extended to a space aX in which X is dense? An

important result, e.g., obtained by Taimanov is the following

Theorem. Let X be dense in the Pi-space aX. Then in order that a

continuous function f from X into a compact space Y have a continuous

extension f*: aX—> Y it is necessary and sufficient that for each two dis-

joint closed sets Pi and F2, /-1[P] awd/-1[p2] have disjoint closures in

aX.

The following theorems provide information about the possibility

of extending functions into spaces which are realcompact instead of

compact.

Theorem A. Let aX be a Ti-space in which X is dense, and let f

be a continuous function from X into a realcompact space Y. Then f

has a continuous extension f*: aX—> Y if and only if for every countable

family  {Fn}  of closed sets in Y such that r)nFn=0,  ("In cl«jr/"'[F„]

= 0-

Proof. Sufficiency. We suppose some /: X—* Y has no extension

to all of aX. Now F, being realcompact, is embeddable as a closed

copy in Rm for some cardinal m (R denotes the reals; see [3, p. 160])

and we look on F as being this subset of Rm. Consider the space

(Rm)* = (RVJ { oo j )ra where i?U { oo } is the one-point compactification

of P. Then (P™)* is compact. Then/: X—*(Rm)* also and this func-

tion does admit an extension /*: aX—>(Pm)*. To show this we use

Taimanov's result quoted above: Let P and F2 be disjoint closed sub-

sets of (Pm)* and set F{ =Fif^Rm and F{ =F2C\Rm. Then p, P2 are

disjoint in Rm and by hypothesis, c\axf-l[F{ ]ncl0x/_1[P' ] =0. But

f~1[Fi]=f~1[Fi ], i=l, 2 since/ maps into Rm. Thus there exists a

continuous extension/*: aX-^(Rm)*. But then for some poEaX — X,

f*(po) has oo for at least one coordinate. Consider now the sets Fn

= (P —( —w, n))m, closed in the product Rm.  Then  C\nFn=0  but
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Necessity. Suppose f:X—>Y has an extension f*:aX—>F. Let

{ F„} be a family of closed sets with |~lnP> = 0 and suppose that there

is a p0 in fin claXf~l[F„]. Then

PO E  n.Clax/-'[F»]   C   n»/_1[P»]   =    \lnf-l[Fn]   = f~l   [f|.  tfj   =  0.

Theorem B. LeZ aX be a Ti-space in which X is dense and letf be

a continuous function from X into a realcompact space Y. Then f has a

continuous extension f*: aX-» F if and only if for any countable dis-

crete family { Fn} of closed sets in Y, J/_1[P>] J is discrete in aX.

Proof. Sufficiency. Since F is realcompact, F is contained as a

closed copy in Rm ior some cardinal m, and we consider Y to be this

subset of Rm. Suppose for some /: X—-> Y there exists no continuous

extension/*: aX-^Y. As in the proof of Theorem A,/, considered as

a function into (P"1)* = (PW { » ])m, has an extension/*: aX—>(Pm)*.

Then for some poEaX — X, f*ipo) has » for at least one of its co-

ordinates in (P™)*. Consider the sets /» = [ — n— 1, — ra]W[ra, ra+l]

in P and the closed sets P„ = 7™ in Rm. Then every neighbourhood of p0

in aX must intersect infinitely many of the sets {/""'[Fn]} and also

it is true that every neighbourhood of po in aX must intersect in-

finitely many of the sets {/_1[Pn]} for ra odd or for ra even. Suppose

the first. Then since {P„: ra odd} is discrete in Rm, the family

j/_1[Pn]: n odd} is discrete in aX, a contradiction.

Necessity. Suppose /: X-+ Y has an extension /*: aX—* Y and con-

sider any countable discrete family {Fn} of closed sets in Y. Let

poEaX and let y0=f*ipo)E Y. Then y0 has a neighbourhood U that

intersects at most one Fn. Now, if if*)~l[U], which is a neighbour-

hood of po in aX, intersected cl„x/_l[Pi] and clax/-1^], say, then

f*[(J*)-i[U]] = U would intersect /*[cl„x/-1[Pi]] = P and also

/* [cLx/-1 [F2]] = F2 since P and F2 are closed. This is a contradiction.

Theorem C. Let aX be a Ti-space in which X is dense, and let f be

a continuous function from X into a realcompact space Y. Then f has

a continuous extension /*: aX—> Y if and only if

(i) for any two disjoint closed subsets Pi and F2,

daxf-Wnidazf-W = 0;

(ii) for any countable decreasing set of closed subsets {P„ ] such that

OnFn   =   0, ClnClaxf-'lFn]   =   0.

Proof.  Necessity.  Let /: X—* Y have a continuous extension

f*:aX-+Y.
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(i)  If for two closed Fu F2 in F, poEchxf-^Fi^claxt1^],

f*(Po) Ef*[d°xtl[Fi]] n/*[d«r^[Fj]

cdr/*[r,[Fi]]ndry*lri[Fj]

= ciK/[/-1[fi]]nciF/L/-1[/?2]]

= cly Fi Pi clr F2

= FiP\F2.

(ii) Let {F»} be decreasing, closed and such that DnPi = 0. Then

if PoEOn Claxf-^F*],

PO E   On  c\ax(f*ri[Fn]   £   Qn   (^[7]

=    fl.   U*)-l[Fn]   =   (Z*)-1   [RnF]   =   0.

Sufficiency. Suppose some /: A—> F has no extension to aJ.

Again, FCci Rm for some cardinal m and / considered as a function

into (Rm)* (as in Theorems A and B) has an extension/*: aX—>(Pm)*.

Then there must be a poE<*X — X such that/*(£>0) has at least one

coordinate equal to oo. As before, we consider the closed sets F„

= (R — ( — n,   n))m.   These   are   decreasing   and   fln Fn = 0   but  po

Grincw-^P,].
Notice that in the next theorem we relax the condition that the

image space be realcompact.

Theorem D. Let X be dense in the first countable Ti-space aX and

let f: X—+Y continuously where Y is completely regular. Then f has a

continuous extension /*: aX-» F if and only if for any two disjoint

closed sets P and F2,

cU/lFjOcU/-'^] = 0.

Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose /: X-+Y has no extension. Then

arguing as before, / does have an extension f*:aX—>/?F and there

must be a poEaX-X such that f*(po)E$Y- Y. (Here $Y denotes

the maximal Stone- Cech compactification of F which exists if and

only if the space F is completely regular. See [3].)

Let {pn} be a sequence in X with pn-^>po- We can then select a

subsequence {x„]C{^n} such that the points in {f*(xn)} are dis-

tinct and/*(x„)-^/*(po). Consider the closed sets

Fi={/*(x1),/*(x3), ••• }

and
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F2={/*(x2),/*(x4), •••}.

Then Fif^F2 = 0, but daxf-l[Fi]r\daxf~l[F2]^0.
Necessity. Let / have an extension f*:aX—>Y and suppose for

two closed Pi, P2, ^oGclax/_1[Fi]^clax/""1[F2]. We then have that

f*iPo) G/*[cU/-i[Fi]] rv*[cW-i[F2]]

Qdyf*[f-l[Fi]]ndyf*[f-l[F2]]

= clr Fi C\ c\y F2 = Fi C\ F2,

so their intersection is nonempty.

Added in proof. After this paper was submitted for publication, the

authors have discovered that Theorem A has also been proved by

R. Engelking [4]. On the other hand, our method can be used to

prove the following generalization of Theorems A and C (the ter-

minology is that of [5] and [6].

Theorems A' & C. Let E be a Hausdorff space having an E-com-

pletely regular compactification E* such that every point of E* — E has

a local base of cardinality m. Let Y be E-compact, let X be a dense sub-

space of a Ti-space aX and let f be a continuous function withf: X—> Y.

Then the following are equivalent:

(a) f admits a continuous extension /*:«X—»F;

(b) for every class S of closed subsets of Y with card S^w and

fia = 0 we haven {daxf~1[F]:FE®}=0;
(c) for every two disjoint closed subsets P and F2 of Y we have

clai/_1[Fi]P*claI/_1[F2] =0 and for every submultiplicative class ?H of

closed subsets of Y with card 9? :£m and (19? = 0 we have D {clai/_1 [F]:

FG9t}=0.

(A class 9t of sets is called submultiplicative provided that for every

Pi, P2GSR there is an P3G9t with PsCPiH^.)

Note that the nontrivial part of Theorem A' and C [that (c) im-

plies (a)] can be easily derived from the statement at the end of §2 in

[6]. fndeed, by the first part of (c) (and by the quoted Taimanov

theorem) we infer that/admits a continuous extension f*:aX—*fJB*Y.

Then, using the second part of (c) and the quoted statement of [6],

we obtain that actually/* [aX] C Y.

Finally, let us call a subset P of a space F E-closed provided that

there exists a continuous function /: F—>En, where ra is finite, and a

closed subset A of En with F=f~l[A]. Theorems A' & C remain true

if the phrase "closed subsets of Y" is replaced by "E-closed subsets of F."
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